
INSTALLATION MANUAL
SHORT AND LONG FLUE OFFSET FOR SEELEY INTERNATIONAL
BRAEMAR ECO-SUPERSTAR SH18, SH25 & WF25 HEATERS
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1 1INSTALLATION TYPES

Replacement WF Console Installation Replacement WF Inbuilt Installation 

SH18/25 & WF25 Console Installation with ObstructionSH18/25 & WF25 Inbuilt Installation with Obstruction

structural member 
inside roof cavity.

Structural member 
inside roof cavity.

Short flue offset kit P\No: 089997
includes parts to return the new
flue to the old roof penetration

when replacing an existing 
Wall Furnace. 

Long flue offset kit P\No: 093079
includes parts to offset the flue
to avoid structural members 

inside roof cavity.
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Offset installation instructions
 1. Ensure there are two flue spacer springs on the aluminium tube and one flue spacer spring on one of the aluminium elbows   
        (only one of the elbows needs a spring)
 2. Install the DWV joiner (supplied with the vertical flue) securely onto the top section of DWV pipe on the installed flue.
 3. Measure the distance from the top of the DWV joiner to the top of the aluminium inner flue.
 4. Cut the DWV Offset Adapter (the shorter of the two DWV pipes supplied with this kit) to a length of 'X' (measured in step 3),   
         plus 75mm. i.e. length to cut = 'X' + 75mm
 5. Install the offset adapter securely into the DWV joiner. The top of the DWV should be 35-40mm above the aluminium inner flue.
 6. Run a bead of silicon around the the aluminium elbow (the one without the Flue Spacer Spring) and install into the flue system.

Trimming long flue offset (OPITONAL)
 1. Measure the required horizontal offset.  As supplied, the kit will provide 650mm horizontal offset (centre-line to centre-line).  If this  
     is too much, then the DWV and aluminium extenders will need to be trimmed.
 2. Cut the aluminium outer and inner to suit the installation, making sure the DWV is 85-90mm longer than the aluminium.  Be sure  
     to replace the flue spacer spring (50-75mm from the end) onto the aluminium offset extender and to chamfer the end of   
     aluminium tube so it inserts easily into the expanded aluminium elbow.
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TRIMMING LONG FLUE OFFSET (OPTIONAL)

OFFSET INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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3 3OFFSET INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Offset installation instructions
 1. Run a bead of silastic approximately 10mm from the end of the aluminium offset extender and install into the aluminium elbow.
 2. Slide the DWV offset extender over the aluminium offset extender, locating it locating it securely into the DWV Elbow.
 3. Install the DWV saddles as required (using the supplied wood screws) to support the flue.
 4. Run a bead of silicon approximately 10mm from the end of the aluminium elbow (the one with the Flue Spacer Spring) and insert  
     into the aluminium offset extender.
 5. Install the upper DWV elbow over the DWV offset extender, ensuring a secure fit.
 6. The installation of the co-axial flue offset kit is complete.  Continue with the flue installation as per the instructions supplied with  
     the co-axial vertical flue kit.
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Warranty Service
Australia 1-300-650-644
seeleyinternational.com

It is the policy of Seeley International to introduce continual 
product improvement. Accordingly, specifications are subject to 

change without notice. Please consult with your dealer to 
confirm the specifications of the model selected.
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